We study the quantum complexity of the static set membershipproblem: given a subset S (IS1 5 n) of a universe 
Introduction
In this paper we study the static membership problem:
Given a subset S of at most n keys, store it so that queries of the form "Is x in S?" can be answered quickly. This fundamental data structure problem has been studied earlier in various settings (e.g. by Minsky [4] in the bitprobe model, which was introduced in [ 121; they studied tradeoffs between space and number of probes in the classical deterministic model, and also showed lower and upper bounds when the query algorithm was randomised.
In the classical bitprobe model the storage scheme is deterministic and stores the given set as a string of 'bits. The query scheme is either deterministic or randomised and answers membership queries probing only one bit of the string at a time.
In this paper, we allow the query algorithm tal perform quantum search on the . If the inputs are restricted to basis states, this oracle reduces to (the reversible version of) the classical table that stores one bit for each address in (0,l)'. We, therefore, define the size of the table to be 2r.
The main point of departure from the classical model, is in the query algorithm. We allow the algorithm to feed a superposition of basis states to the oracle. Each w e of the oracle counts as one probe of the table, even if a superposition is supplied to the oracle, and the output depends on the value of several bits of the underlying table T . In the preparation of this superposition and in the processing of the output returned by the oracle, we allow arbitrary unitary transformations. It is known that this form of access often leads to significant improvement over classical algorithms for several problems (e.g. Grover [9] ).
Previously the number of probes to the black box'as a complexity measure had been studied in the quantum setting (e.g. [3], [2] , [l], [9] ). Both lower bounds and upper bounds for various problems were proved. The notion of number of bits (space) as a complexity measure had been studied implicitly (e.g. [13] , [lo] ) in the quantum information-theoretic sense.
The main contribution of this paper is the study of the tradeoff between space and number of probes in the quantum bitprobe model. For the set membership problem, we show that several limitations of classical computation (shown in [4]) continue to persist even if quantum query algorithms are allowed.
Our results
The exact quantum model: For deterministic (classical) query algorithms [4] showed that any (s, t)-scheme (which uses space s and t bitprobes) satisfies (r) 5 (,32nt (see [4] ). We show a stronger (!) tradeoff result in the quantum bitprobe model.
Result 1:
Suppose there exists an exact quantum scheme for storing subsets of size at most n from a universe U of size m that uses s bits of storage and answers membership queries with t quantum
probes. Then
This has two immediate consequences. First, by setting t = 1, we see that if only one probe is allowed than m bits of storage are necessary. (In [4] , for the classical model, this was justified using an ad hoc argument.) Second, it follows that the classical storage scheme of Fredman, Komlds and Szemerkdi [8] , which uses O(n log m) bits of storage and answers queries using O(1og m) bitprobes, is optimal even with quantum query algorithms -schemes that use O(n logm) bits of storage must make O(1ogm) probes. Interestingly, the above theorem holds even in the presence of errors, provided the error is restricted to positive instances, that is the query algorithm sometimes (with probability < 1) returns the answer 'No' for a query x that is actually in the set S.(See Theorem 2 below.) This was not observed earlier even in the classical model, although one can easily modify the proof of the tradeoff result in [4] to give this.
The E-error model:
In the classical randomised model, there exists a two-sided €-error scheme that uses just one bitprobe and uses space O( *);
also, any such scheme must use space O( m) (see [4] ). Since different sets must be represented by different tables, every scheme, no matter how many bitprobes the query algorithm is allowed, must use R(nlog(m/n)) bits of storage, even in the quantum model. However, one might ask if the dependence of space on E is significantly better in the quantum bitprobe model. We show the following lower bound which implies that a quantum scheme needs significantly more than the information-theoretic optimal space if sub-constant error probabilities are desired.
Result 2: Let n / m < E < 1/8. Suppose there is a quantum scheme with two-sided error E which answers membership queries using one quantum probe. It must use space
The method used to prove this result can be generalised to algorithms that use more probes than one.
Result 3: For any p 2 1 and n / m < 4P-'@ < 1/8, suppose there is a quantum scheme with twosided error € which answers membership queries using p quantum probes. It must use space Such a tradeoff between space and error probability for multiple probes was not known earlier even in the classical randomised model.
The results described above are inspired by the similar results proved earlier in [4] in the classical model. However, the methods used for classical models, which were based on combinatorial arguments involving set systems, seem to be powerless in giving the results in the quantum model. Our results are based on linear algebraic arguments, involving counting the dimensions of spaces of various operators that arise in the quantum query algorithm.
Bounds for classical models: As stated above, Theorem 1 is stronger than what was known earlier even in the classical model. One might wonder if this stronger result is somehow easier to prove in the classical model. We show that the linear algebraic techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 can be considerably simplified when we assume the classical deterministic model, and give the same inequality as stated in Theorem 1. This is stated as Theorem 5 below. Also, one can easily modify the proof to yield the same tradeoff for randomised schemes where the error is restricted to positive instances. See Theorem 6 below.
The proof in fact, we give a proof of a (slightly weaker) lower bound s = Q( e) in the classical randomised model by adapting the ideas used in the proof of Theorem 3 to the classical setting. We first diminish the error probability of the one-probe query algorithm by repetition and then we can, by fixing the random coin tosses, make it a deterministic query algorithm which however, uses more than one probe. We then apply our (classical) deterministic spacetime tradeoff equation (Theorem 5 ) to complete the proof. This approach is inspired by our proof of Theorem 3. See Theorem 7 below. Besides being simpler, this proof has the advantage that it generalises readily to more than one probe. No such result was known earlier in the classical setting. follows by taking the storage scheme of [4] for error probability +, and repeating the single probe query scheme p times. This diminishes the probability of error to E for suitable values of the various parameters.
Organisation of the paper
In the next section, we describe our quantum bitprobe model formally and give the framework of our proofs. Detailed proofs of all our results (for both quantum and classical models) appear in Section 3.
Definitions and Notations
In this section we first describe our quantum bitprobe model and then give some formal definitions and notations which will be used in the proofs of the theorems.
Themodel
Our model is a quantum analogue of the classical bitprobe model which has been extensively used in the past to study data structure problems (see e.g. A classical (5, t)-bitprobe scheme for a static data structure problem consists of a deterministic storage scheme which stores the given data d as a bitstring of length s, and. a query scheme which given a query q makes at most t bitprobes to the stored string and computes f (d, q). A query scheme can be either deterministic or randomised. For more details about the classical model, see [4] .
A quantum (s, t)-bitprobe scheme for a static da.ta structure problem has two components: a storage scheme that stores the data d using s bits, and a query scheme that answers queries by 'probing' at most t times.
The storage scheme: For the set membership problem, the data to be stored is a subset S of a universe U (IS] _< n, IUI = m). Let z = z(S) E (0,l)' be the bitstring that is stored by the storage scheme for recording S. The storage scheme is classical deterministic. The difference now, is that this bitstring is made available to the query algorithm The query scheme: The query scheme is a quantum circuit which takes a query as input (together with some ancilla qubits) and returns the answer on one of its output wires. The query scheme can be exact or have error; the error can be one-sided or two-sided. When the query scheme is exact, a measurement at the output wire gives the correct answer with probability 1. If one-sided error E is allowed, the measurement produces a 0 with probability l when the answer is 0, but when the answer is 1, is required to produce a 1 with probability only at least 1 -E . If two-sided error E is allowed, the answer can be wrong, with probability at most E, for both positive and negative instances.
The framework for the proofs: We now describe the general framework in which the various proofs are presented and also give some definitions and notations which will be used throughout the paper.
Suppose a subset S C U, 1 s t 5 n, has been stored and 
Proofs of Theorems

Quantum Schemes
We first prove our space vls probes tradeoff result for exact quantum schemes. 
Sn Proof Suppose there is a nontrivial linear combination
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Applying I~T ) to the linear combination above, we have 
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The space-time tradeoff equation for the exact quantum case holds for the one-sided error case too, as shown below.
Theorem 2
The tradeoff result of Theorem I also holds for quantum schemes where the query scheme may err with probability less than 1 on the positive instances (i.e. if an element is present it may be erroneously reported absent), but not on the negative instances (i.e. ifan element is absent it has to be reported absent).
Proof Essentially the same proof of Theorem 1 goes through. Since the query scheme can make an error only if the element is present, we observe that the only vector in the linear combination (equation 1) that has a non-zero projection on the space AY is the vector W$"~$T).
Hence a~ = 0 and the operators {W~}scu,lsl<n continue to be linearly independent. Hence the same trdeoff exists in this case too.
We now prove the lower bound on the space used by a 2-sided €-error 1-probe quantum scheme.
Theorem 3
Let n / m < E < 1/8. Suppose there is a quantum scheme with two-sided error E which answers membership queries using one quantum probe. It must use space Proof Since we are looking at a one probe quantum scheme, Ws = U1OsUo. We start by picking a family 
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Claim 4 { WFnt}SEF lie in a vector space of dimension at most Cy:, (j").
Proof Similar to proof of Claim 2 in Theorem 1.
Using the two claims above,
Using the bound on t from (2), we get nt Hence,
We now show how to extend the above argument for 2-sided €-error quantum schemes which make p probes.
Theorem 4
For any p 2 1 and n/m < 4P-'eP < 1/8, suppose there is a quantum scheme with two-sided error E which answers membership queries using p quantum probes. It must use space Proof The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. The difference is that one has to pick a family F of sets, F = {SI,. . . ,&}, Si C U, lSil = n and ISi n Sjl 5 n/2 for all i # j such that IF1 2 (E)$. This statement can be proved just as Claim 2 in Theorem 1
was proved. Therefore we get a lower bound cl ( c; 2i : GL) )
Classical Schemes
We now give the proof for the space-time tradeoff equation in the classical deterministic case. (9) .
Proof Since the query scheme is deterministic arid makes at most t (classical) bitprobes, it is modelled by a decision tree of depth at most t. Hence fi can be represented over % as a sum of products of at most t linear functions, where the linear functions are either a variable y j (representing the value stored at location j in the bit string) or 1 -y j (representing the negation of the value stored at location j). Note that for any z E (0,l)' at most one of these products evaluates to 1. Such a function can be represented as a multilinear polynomial in y1 y2, . . . , ys of degree at most t. A product of at most n such functions can be represented as a multilinear polynomial of degree at most nt. Hence {@(S)}sE( U lie in the span of at most E : : , ( f ) functions from (0, l}s to %. From this the claim follows.
n n
From the above two claims, the theorem follows.
In fact the tradeoff result can be extended to the onesided error classical case too.
Theorem 6
The tradeoff result of Theorem 5 also .holds for classical schemes where the query scheme may err with probability less than 1 on the positive instances (,i.e. if an element is present it might report it to be absent), but not on the negative instances (i.e, ifan element is absent it has to be reported as absent). In fact the tradeoff result holds for nondeterministic query schemes too.
Proof: A proof very similar to that of Theorem 5 goes through. We just observe that now the query scheme is a probability distribution over deterministic query schemes. Note that if the query element is present in the set stored, then there is a decision tree in this family that outputs 1. If the query element is not present in the set stored, then all the decision trees output 0. Let us denote the family of decision trees corresponding to query element i, 1 With this choice of fi, the rest of the proof is the same as in the deterministic case. Now we give a simple proof of the lower bound for the space used by a classical randomised scheme which answers membership queries with two-sided error at most E and uses only one bitprobe.
Theorem7 Let 1/8 > E > nm-lI3. Define Proof Suppose there is a two-sided €-error classical randomised scheme which stores subsets of size n from an universe of size m and answers membership queries using one bitprobe and uses s bits of storage. Define k = log(1l4c) .
From the given bounds on the parameters, we conclude that . We boost the error probability of the scheme from E to & by repeating it k times, and taking the majority of the answers. Hence the probability that a random sequence of coin tosses gives the wrong answer on a particular query q E U and a particular set S E (y) stored, is at most &. So the probability that a random sequence of coin tosses gives the wrong answer on some query q E U and a particular set S stored, is at most 1/2. Call a sequence of coin tosses bad for a set S if when S is stored, there is one query q E U for which the query scheme with these coin tosses gives the wrong answer. Thus at most half of the coin toss sequences are bad for a fixed set S. By an averaging argument, there exists a sequence of coin tosses which is bad for at most half of the sets S E (y) . By setting the coin tosses to that sequence, we now get a deterministic scheme which answers membership queries correctly for at least half the sets S E (y) and uses k bitprobes. From the From the given bounds on the parameters, we get
We can extend the classical randomised two-sided error space lower bound above to the case of multiple bitprobes. n log m Proof: The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 7 above. The difference is that here we only look at subsets of size n from a sub-universe of size mllp. We diminish the error probability of the scheme Remark: By a more careful calculation, it is possible to decrease 6 in Theorems 7 and 8 to ell3.
